
    Aanii, Anishnaabek!
    The extreme cold of our north-
ern winter causes trees to pop, 
roads to freeze over and freight-
ers to get stuck in the river. This 
serves as a good reminder to us to 
not be so rigid that we break into 
pieces with a strong wind, to be 
careful of our footing so we do 
not fall and to not let the cold that 
surrounds us keep us from mov-
ing forward, even if it is against 
the current. 
    The past year has caused our 
board of directors to be very 
strong in the harsh wind known as 
“sequestration.” It was a difficult 
time and we did not come through 
it unscathed. The heavy impact 
of sequestration caused many 
“cracks” in the manner in which 
we normally operated. However, 
we did not break into pieces.
    Despite the insecurity of not 
knowing what Congress was 
going to do to our funding, we 
took care with our “footing” 
and did not fall. We made bud-
get decisions and persevered. 
Sequestration was a terrible blow, 
but it did not destroy us.
    Right now, I see our board is 
much like the freighter I recently 
saw stuck in the St. Mary’s River. 
Moving forward was next to 
impossible without a plan. But a 
plan was made and implemented, 
and the giant boat broke free and 
moved forward against the current 
to the benefit of all. I, and other 
board members too, feel that it 

is time our tribe had a plan. The 
time for crisis management is 
long past, and a vision needs to 
be brought forward to ensure that 
future generations of our people 
are considered and taken care of, 
it is our way.
    It is not dependent on just one 
person to make such a plan. It is 
not up to the chairman. It is not 
dependent on just the board of 
directors either. Nor is it depen-
dent solely on the citizens of our 
tribe. I believe it takes all of us 
to find the right path. It will be a 
very difficult time, but the pro-
cess itself should not be. It’s an 
easy task in some ways, requiring 
one important skill: LISTENING.
    Listen for the “good,” not the 
“hate.” Listen to the small voice 
with a good thought, not the 
loud voice with no thought at all. 
Listen to suggestion, not accusa-
tion; for help, not hurt. Listen for 
the guidance of the Creator, it 
comes quietly, almost in a whis-
per and sometimes in the words 
of a child, if you pay attention, 
and really listen, you will hear it.
    Recently, I listened to the voice 
of a child and realized that our 
tribe had no law in place regard-
ing bullying. I recalled the many 
times as a teacher, when I held a 
child as he or she cried because 
of the cruelty of bullying. I knew 
that schools, cities and even 
President Obama addressed this 
act of violence that can destroy a 
life, and yet I discovered that our 
tribe had not. And so as I wrote in 
my last article, I researched, and 
wrote the following legislation 
and was so grateful that it passed 
unanimously on our Dec. 17, 
2013, board of directors meeting:
    “Whereas, it is necessary to 
ensure for the perpetuation of 
our Anishinaabe way of life, 
and the teachings of the Seven 
Grandfathers, and
    “Whereas, the Sault Ste. Marie 
Tribe of Chippewa Indians recog-
nizes that bullying is a pervasive 
problem that can have negative 
consequences for our tribal com-
munities and for the right of our 
citizens to live in a safe environ-
ment without fear, and 

    “Whereas, bullying is com-
prised of direct behaviors such 
as words, conduct, social media 
publication, that are initiated by 
one or more individuals against 
an individual, as well as indirect 
behaviors such as spreading 
rumors and acting in other ways 
to cause a person to be socially 
isolated through intentional 
exclusion, with all such behav-
iors, direct or indirect, amount-
ing to physical or psychological 
intimidation occurring repeatedly 
over time to create an ongoing 
pattern of harassment and abuse; 
and
    “Whereas, bullying for too 
long has gone unchallenged in 
our communities, and
    “Whereas, those who stand by 
passively watching or actively 
encouraging bullying are also 
affected by these hostile acts; 
    “Therefore be it resolved, that 
the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of 
Chippewa Indians support poli-
cies and programs that address 
the prevention, intervention, and 
elimination of bullying; and
    “Resolved, that to bring about 
an atmosphere of zero tolerance 

for bullying behavior, and an 
attitude that bullying behavior 
is unacceptable and will not be 
tolerated in our communities, 
enterprises, homes, schools, play-
grounds or any place within our 
tribal jurisdiction; and 
    Be it finally resolved, that 
the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of 
Chippewa Indians hereby directs 
that legal code be drafted by 
tribal legal staff within 14 days of 
this resolution. (NOTE: Amended 
to 45 days).”
    It has been a sad reflection on 
our tribe, that there are those who 
wanted the politicians exempted 
from this law. It is sad that this 
same politician has been attempt-
ing to smear my motives, and 
otherwise discredit a law that is 
good, just and needed. Anti-bul-
lying laws do not interfere with 
anyone’s “freedom of speech.” 
If they did, there would be no 
anti-bullying laws anywhere! So, 
I choose to listen for the “good,” 
not the “hate;” Listen to the small 
voice with a good thought, not 
the loud voice with no thought at 
all; listen to suggestion, not accu-
sation; for help, not hurt.

 Like the freighter that 
was stuck in the St. Mary’s 
River, I am moving forward. 
Sequestration cannot keep me 
in one place, nor will the hate-
filled Internet posts, texts and 
emails I receive. Listening to 
the “good,” I am acting on 
what our people told me when 
I was running for office. I have 
recently met with, and have been 
listening to members who have 
“suggestions.” Listening to our 
people, I have already begun to 
work on plans that focus on edu-
cation, employment and ways to 
support our way of life. 
 This New Year is looking 
better and better. Chi-Miigwech 
to all of my supporters, and to 
those who are truly interested in 
moving our tribe forward. Please 
keep sending me your thoughts 
and ideas! 
Anishinaabe gagige 
(Anishinaabe for always)!
 Jennifer McLeod, (906) 440-
9151, JmcLeod1@saulttribe.net 
or jennifer.mcleod.2012@gmail.
com
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 This year will mark 42 years 
since the Sault Tribe was granted 
federal recognition. The Original 
Bands of Chippewa Indians trav-
eled to Washington, D.C., in 1972 
seeking recognition and were 
successful in placing land into 
trust in March 1974. Next year, 
our 1975 Indian Reorganization 
Act Constitution will be 40 years 
old. As you all know, it is a 
federal template that sets up the 

governance of tribes in the same 
fashion as corporations. This kind 
of suppression was one last ditch 
effort by the feds to keep tribes 
from operating as true individual-
ized governments. 
 In 2005, our tribe began a push 
toward constitutional reform. Our 
goal was to identify our own gov-
ernmental structure and eliminate 
the parental type oversight the 
BIA has in so much as we must 
ask permission to change any, 
and every, little thing we set out 
to accomplish. 2013 looked as if 
it may finally be the year where 
our tribal government and its 
citizens would have a document 
that reflected our own ideas on 
governance. This document was 
to set up a form of government 
that provided for the right of our 
people to petition the government 
for change and would also create 
an independent court system that 
would have been charged with 
interpretation of the constitution, 
instead of the board of directors. 
Those hopes were dashed by a 

great division of thought and sup-
port within the board.  
 With high hopes for the winds 
of change to blow in 2014, I was 
more than disappointed when our 
first meeting of the year started 
out with a slap in the face to the 
membership. It seems the board 
has found a new way to stymie a 
meeting and dismiss the member-
ship. How? Just vote ‘no’ on the 
agenda and call for adjournment 
of the meeting. It puzzles me 
why anyone would vote to do this 
when there are several options 
available if you are in disagree-
ment with one or all of the action-
able items on the agenda. The 
board always has the option to 
a) not motion at all on any item 
and it dies for lack of support; b) 
table the item indefinitely or to a 
time certain; or c) vote ‘no.’ The 
obstructionist mindset to just not 
approve an agenda baffles me, 
and is a first in our government’s 
history. 
 As if that were not enough, the 
board then voted “no” to allow 

the membership to speak at that 
meeting. They also voted “no” to 
allowing the board members to 
address the audience. The only 
“yes” vote came in a motion to 
adjourn. Why? Because, I can 
only assume, they did not want to 
hear from the employees, or their 
families, as to the effect of the 
job cuts made in the casino 2013 
budgets just before Christmas. 
(Which, by the way, were done 
in violation of the budget mod 
policy, the hiring policy, the wage 
policy, and without coming to 
the full tribal board for a vote on 
each. Also noteworthy is the fact 
that once again the board budget 
and board member wages came 
out of the process unscathed!) 
 This is not good governance. 
At the very least, our people 
deserve to have a voice. We are 
still a representative form of gov-
ernment. The board should have 
sat and listened to the impact they 
have on people and their lives. 
Nothing says “Kewadin Cares” 
more than telling people, “We 

don’t want to hear it! Your voice 
doesn’t matter. We’re done here. 
You’re dismissed. Go home.”
 I apologize for the tone of this 
report. I am still angry and find it 
difficult to be tactful or diplomat-
ic when the people have been so 
mistreated and discounted. If ever 
there was has been a harbinger of 
need for constitutional reform that 
reduces the ability of this board 
to play “The Great and Powerful 
Oz,” this is it! Until there are 
reforms that pull back the veil of 
power, the board will sit behind 
the tribal board curtain, manipu-
late the levers, bark orders, strike 
fear into the people, and continue 
to rule over the “kingdom.”
 As always, I welcome your 
input. If you have questions or 
comments, please feel free to 
contact me at dmalloy@
saulttribe.net or call (906) 440-
9762.
 Respectfully,
 DJ Malloy

It’s been 42 years as a tribe: Reform needed

DJ Malloy,
Director, Unit i

Listening, planning and finding the right path

Jennifer McleoD,
Director, Unit i

    I would like to wish a happy 
and healthy new year to you and 
your families. Director Morrow 
and I were busy throughout the 
month of December, attending 
all the Christmas events. We 
worked on and organized two 
children’s Christmas parties 

along with Viola Neadow. The 
children had a great time, they 
ate pizza, chips and cookies. 
They saw Santa Claus and his 
elves and received a gift and a 
candy cane. They really enjoyed 
themselves, it was so nice to see 
their little smiling faces as they 
told Santa what they wanted. Chi 
megwetch to all the volunteers 
who helped out at both parties, 
I am not going to try and list 
names because I do not want to 
leave anyone out.
    Marquette elders organized 
their children’s Christmas party 
at NMU, I heard they had a suc-
cessful party also. Megwech for 
all their hard work. We attended 
the Escanaba and Manistique 
area elders Christmas dinners. 
The dinners were really nice, 
Escanaba’s was at the Chip Inn 

Casino and convention center 
and Manistique’s was at the 
tribal center and catered by 
Manistique casino. Both elder 
groups had a good time visit-
ing and ended the night with 
door prize drawings. Marquette 
had their holiday dinner in 
November, directors Carr-
Anderson, Morrow and myself 
attended, everyone had a good 
time visiting and they also ended 
the night with door prize draw-
ings.
Casino efficiency audit
    The tribe recently paid over 
$130,000 to hire Innovative 
Gaming Solutions (IGS) to con-
duct an efficiency audit on our 
five casinos. In the first round, 
they audited three areas: food 
and beverage, Kewadin market-

See “Efficiency audit,” pg. 21

Denise chase,
Director, Unit iV

Efficiency audit completed
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    Aanii, its a new year and new 
moon for our people. Many items 
have been addressed this past year 
and I would like to touch on a few 
important ones. 
    We created our Tribal Action 
Plan group and many staff and 
community members completed 
the process of holding community 
forums and focus groups through-
out our areas.
    The information has been gath-
ered and an update has just arrived 
from our staff that we will be 
working on the final action plan 
to implement. Miigwech to all of 
the members and staff who made 
this a completed goal to go out for 
input and involvement. 
    We purchased the access fishing 
site in Epoufette. Many challenges 
came with that, but I’m very 
happy to report our staff worked 
diligently to secure over $500,000 
to upgrade and prepare that prop-
erty for fishermen. We had some 
disheartening set backs at first, but 
this is moving forward and is on 
track for 2014. 
     We’re gathering information 
and requested that our Unit II area 
and other outlying areas provide 
access to clinic hours, prescription 
pick up and lab work be done in 
our outlying areas again. This was 
completed in the last quarter of the 
year and I’m thankful to the health 
staff and board members that sup-
ported this for our outlying mem-
berships needs. 
     We created a committee of 
members and staff to go over our 
draft constitution, in the end it 
does not seem that all can agree on 
the document in its entirety. 
    Therefore, we have a direction 
and commitment from most of 

the board that we will focus on 
amendments for 2014. I stated at 
the start of this project that this 
was the most productive way to 
go and it seems that we can all set 
priorities on amendments we need 
and would like to see.
    I’m committed to making 
changes one by one, so we are 
not confused and each and every 
change has an opportunity for your 
input and direction. 
     This past year we reestab-
lished our Anishinaabe Cultural 
Committee. I’ve spoken about it 
in past reports. We have met and 
discussed with our department and 
community members the needs 
our people have to access for cul-
tural teachings, goals for healing 
our communities and a vision for 
the future.
    It’s been a very humbling posi-
tion to be part of this time and I’m 
excited to be part of the depart-
ment and community’s thoughts.
    The department and tribe have 
implemented some major changes 
that will educate our ways to new 
team members and an ongoing 
commitment to introduce all our 
new staff as to our tribe’s history 
and some of our ways. Sometimes, 
I spoke to people and they didn’t 
even know they worked for a 
tribe! It’s unique and a government 
of its own, I’m very happy that we 
have an orientation process put in 
place to educate about our history 
and our ways. 
    We have also been notified that 
we have a continuous problem 
with seeking out fluent speakers 
to teach our Ojibwa language, 
I’m proud to say that our Cultural 
Department has plans for the new 
year to seek out speakers in a dif-
ferent kind of way — we will seek 
speakers who have expertise for 
each community to go out and 
introduce our language.
    We’ve had extreme difficulty in 
hiring one fluent speaker for the 
department so they have come up 
with a different plan to assist in our 
keeping of the language alive. It’s 
good and I’m excited to see this 
goal for our tribe.
    All of our committee meet-
ings are open to all members and 
encouraged to attend. We have 
requested a spot on our official 
website to advertise the times and 
places for each meeting as after 
winter we will again be traveling 

to all areas. We are still in need 
of committee members so please, 
if you are interested, contact Tara 
Benoit or Clarence Hudak for 
information. (906) 635-6050.
    Sequestration discussions 
where very painful and affected 
our 2014 budgets. We met many 
hours to focus on keeping services 
and reducing where it would least 
affect us. Any change is hard and 
keeping up with the increase in 
need versus the reduction of fund-
ing is not an easy task. It will be 
an ongoing process and priority 
for me will be to keep our most 
needed services intact. This year 
will bring new challenges through 
the budget process but keeping 
debt down and services will be the 
goal for me. 
     We completed our team mem-
ber surveys, I’m hoping that our 
team members are seeing some 
significant and positive changes 
from this, as I stated in my last 
reports, we have goals and time-
lines for changes to be made from 
management. Contact me and other 
board if you are not seeing notice-
able changes, this was a serious 
endeavor for our board and team 
members so we need to keep hear-
ing from you. We have many areas 
to improve, it’s an ongoing process 
and lots of items to address. I’m 
committed to this, so be vocal and 
always discuss with your chain of 
command the areas you want to 
see changed. I will be asking for 
this information throughout the 
year and an update on any sugges-
tions made. 
 The Lansing project has been 
interesting and is on track as 
expected. We had good news this 
past month that we’re now able to 
move forward in placing the land 
in trust. This will be a lengthy 
process and the court and state will 
stall us as we expect. We have a 
good legal argument and it’s ongo-
ing as stated in many past reports. 
We still have much work to do 
but as long as we remain constant, 
consistent and protect ourselves 
at every turn, we can see the goal. 
I’m still as skeptical as in the 
beginning but pursuing for diver-
sity and additional revenue for our 
tribe. Very watchful!
     We completed our analysis 
on our restaurants and marketing 
department, we again made pain-
ful reduction and inside a recent 

update from management our 
numbers improved to the tune of 
about $250,000 in savings and 
increase combined.
    We also made reductions in our 
overall casino operations at the 
end of the year. We eliminated 
positions and departments within 
the casinos. This again was an 
extremely hard decision as a few 
team members had many years in 
our operations. There are so many 
rumors and ugly words being said 
about the recommendations and 
decisions made but, in the end, we 
have significant concerns about 
our lack of revenue in our casinos 
and recommendations came with a 
suggested savings of $500,000.  
 Changes are hard and we 
recently had to pay a $25,000 pen-
alty as well as place $2 million on 
our loan due to NOT making our 
projections from the businesses. 
These are serious concerns and 
when owning a business many fac-
tors and choices have to be made. 
The outcome does not fall on one 
person’s shoulders, our economy, 
lack of reductions in past and stag-
nant operations are all a firestorm. 
I hated making the reductions but 
sitting on a Titanic is not healthy 
and is not an option for me, as my 
responsibility for all people of our 
tribe has to be my main concern. 
Any business needs changes, cost 
savings and actions to increase 
revenue. I made the hard decisions 
and will continue, as I always 
have, to secure our future. I want 
to acknowledge and thank the 
dedicated team members who were 
affected; no words can ease what 
you feel, as I have heard from you 
I appreciate your dedicated work 
for our tribe. I hope that you can 
understand the difficult times and 
choices that have to be made.
 One last comment about our 
financial health is the obligations 
we agreed to and MUST abide 
by, is our responsibility toward 
debt. Our payments and reduc-
tions toward that for 2013 is a 
total of $163,000 on our loan for 
Manistique and Munising tribal 
centers and $9 million toward the 
Gaming Authority debt.
    With all the politics and mis-
truths that are thrown around, it’s 
sometimes not an easy task but 
keeping balance, picking battles 
and remaining constant on the best 
interest for the future is my prior-

ity. Factual communication is the 
key for leadership, it’s easy to sit 
back and vote ‘NO’ on extremely 
hard decisions but leading our way 
to savings and financial sustain-
ability comes with very tough 
choices. 
     Our powwows throughout the 
summer season were amazing. 
Miigwech to all the committees 
that made them all possible in the 
different communities. It’s hard 
work and a thankless job most of 
the time, but you made memories 
and a difference to us that is one of 
our truest connections. Miigwech! 
     In the most recent past was 
the organizing and success of our 
children’s Christmas parties, it was 
such a good time for our children. 
Miigwech to the volunteers in 
Newberry, Hessel, DeTour and 
Engadine. The ladies (grandmas) 
put so many hours into this and 
the smiling faces at our parties 
proved it made a difference in their 
holiday. 
     In closing, I would like to say 
miigwech to all our community 
members and staff who assist in 
our tribe’s successes throughout 
the year. We have many more irons 
in the fire and everyday struggling 
within our tribe and at the national 
level but all we know is to push 
on and that’s what we must do. So 
many of you call and give advice 
and input that I appreciate and 
respect. I have so many different 
irons in the fire with individual 
staffing concerns, proposals that 
individual members would like to 
see, good, positive thoughts and 
ideas on our future that I will work 
toward throughout this coming 
year. There are many more board 
items I could discuss but wanted to 
give you a brief summary of those 
on the agenda throughout this past 
year. With all the changes, reduc-
tions and plans for our future we 
must keep in mind that it’s a daily 
struggle in Indian County, all the 
Indian nations face our same prob-
lems and hurdles, we just have to 
keep honest, keep focused, keep 
working toward good things for 
the people, keep our traditions and 
push on.
    As always, if you want to meet 
or talk with me, contact me at 
lcausley@saulttribe.net, (906) 
484-2954 or 322-3818. 
     Baamaapii, 
    Lana Causley

Keeping balance, picking battles and remaining constant

From “Energy audit,” pg. 20
-ing and Human Resources. IGS 
presented the board with an exec-
utive summary and operational 
findings. What was identified in 
their written action plans were 
priority levels, areas of concern, 
risk and recommendations. The 
COO of our five casinos meets 
with the board of directors twice 
a month to report on his action 
plan, time-line and how he is 
going to implement the recom-
mended changes to improve all 
five casino operations. 
    Any workforce decisions and 
seasonal cuts are being made by 
the COO of Kewadin Casinos. 
The board is not involved in mak-
ing the reductions. We approved 
the 2014 casino budget, not 
operational changes. The tribe has 
never made the necessary adjust-
ments that could fix how our 
casinos run. It was also identified 
that the tribe has grown into a 
corporate-sized business that we 

are trying to run mom and pop 
policies and procedures. We paid 
for an outside audit that found 
many areas of concern (Most of 
the board already could identify 
the same ones). So we need to let 
the COO move forward on imple-
menting his action plan. 
	 Fall	2	percent	short	term	
distributions
    Under the current agreement 
with the State of Michigan for 
gaming revenue sharing, 2 per-
cent of the tribe’s gaming revenue 
is set aside and made available 
to local units of government as 
determined by the Sault Ste. 
Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians. 
Director Morrow and I reviewed 
the fall 2 percent short term appli-
cations and selected a variety of 
projects throughout our unit. The 
2 percent funding amount avail-
able for projects selected below 
was $61,997.90.
    Distribution: Rapid River 
Schools, Dale Thomas Center, 

$7,804; Big Bay de Noc School,
C.U.P. baseball, $2,000; Manis-
tique Area Schools, Native 
American education, $3,558.78;
Ishpeming School District, 
Title VII, $3,558.78; Escanaba 
Schools, Title VII, $3,558.78; 
Gladstone Area Schools, Title 
VII, $3,558.78; Bay College, 
YMCA, $5,000; Manistique High 
School, pool, $1,000; Schoolcraft 
County, Christmas baskets, 
$3,000; Nah Tah Wahsh Public, 
community/tutoring meeting 
School Academy Place/Willow 
Creek, $25,400.
    There was not enough 2 per-
cent available to fund all projects.
Projects are awarded funding 
based on a number of factors, the 
availability of funds at the end of 
each 2 percent cycle, the project 
merit and the potential benefit to 
communities. There may be other 
factors considered as well as proj-
ect sustainability.
    I mentioned in the last report 

that there was a long term 2 per-
cent agreement that had expired 
and the board would be having 
a discussion at a workshop to 
decide if the funding would be 
distributed evenly among the 
five units. The outcome of the 
vote was a majority of the board 
members didn’t agree with divid-
ing the funding evenly among the 
five units.
    During my various conversa-
tions with constituents calling for 
services, I found out that most 
were not aware of the new/allow-
able deductions that they could 
use to deduct from their gross 
income while applying for the 
USDA food commodities pro-
gram.
    If you applied before for 
USDA food commodities and 
were denied, there have been 
some changes to the program 
which now allows the following 
deductions and income guide-
lines.

    — Day care and child support: 
Deduct full amount of what is 
paid out of  pocket.
    — Shelter/utility: $400 allow-
able deduction, no matter what 
out of pocket expense is.
    — Medical expense: Out-of-
pocket expense in excess of $35 
for elderly and disabled.
    These are the current income 
guidelines since Oct. 1, 2013:
Family size/monthly income:
1/$1,110; 2/$1,445; 3/$1,780; 
4/$2,126; 5/$2,489; 6/$2,852
7/$3,187; and 8/$3,522
    Sault Tribe USDA food appli-
cations are available at all Sault 
Tribe satellite offices or by call-
ing the following telephone num-
bers, to have one mailed to you: 
Sault Tribe USDA, 635-6076 
or (888) 448-8732; Manistique 
ACFS, 341-6993 or (800) 347-
7137; Escanaba health office.
    Thank you,
    Denise Chase, vice chair, (906) 
322-3819, dchase@saulttribe.net.

Tribal casinos efficiency audit completed, 2 percent funding alloted

lana Causley, DireCtor,
unit ii
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